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Officers Present
Scott Altman, Dan Falkenstrom, Brian Michalski, Reilly Hamilton, Colin Sullivan, John
Isabella, Thomas Falls, Haris Khan

Members Present
Andrew Armenia, Raymond Colon, Charlie Emala, Matthias Galvin, John Higham, Rob
Humphreys, Gabriel Malveaux, Nick Milano, Tiffany Milano, Alexandra Niaura, James
Petranik, Mackenzie Sullivan, Andrew Tamoney, Vincent Terranova, Holden Tseeng,
Brian Zaik

Mike opens the meeting to a very excited crowd. Last weekend we had Men’s Hockey,
which was a great game. Mike mentions that he didn’t do a great job at the production,
but everyone else did, including Andrew A. and Reilly who ran around trying to fix the
headsets. Tomorrow, we will not have Wednesday Night Live, but this Friday will be
Women’s Hockey vs. Mercyhurst, we will be meeting at 4:15 at the RPI office.
Dan on creative stuff: We have a large poster on the top floor of the union, which is
currently doing nothing, and has had the same posters up for the past 2.5 years. Dan
would like to put up some posts of upcoming productions from RPI TV. Our second
news segment about the ECAV opening is finished, and will be online soon. Since we are
having no Wednesday Night Live, Dan would like to shoot one of his friends who plays
acoustic guitar and sings outdoors somewhere, and put it online as a production. Dan
also mentions that there is major construction happening in the middle of campus,
which may be a worthwhile news story.
Zach asks about the new RPI TV website, and Mike tells him that they plan on launching
a new website in the near future, and that it will be a destination for people to find
video, information about RPI TV, and will make a few things that we do around here
easier, like scheduling people for events. Brian Zaik notes that the website will be “the
greatest website ever made”.

